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Meet the Team… 
 
 

  
 

 
  
 
     
 
 
  

 
       

 
 
 
 
 
 
Ask your children about us- how do we support your child and Year 5? 

 

Mr Willars Miss Drake 

Mrs Stanton Mrs Cadge Mrs Beevors 

Mrs Evans Mrs Spence 
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Welcome to Year 5 
. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
  

Our Mission 
We aim to provide the best possible education for all of the children; to promote a love of 
learning within a positive and stimulating atmosphere, fostering mutual care and respect; to 

nurture and challenge the whole child to their full potential; to develop high standards of 
curriculum attainment; to offer a range of opportunities for children to enhance their 

musical, creative and sporting talents; to encourage an understanding of the meaning and 
significance of faith, promoting tolerance and high moral values, supporting children on 

their emotional and spiritual journey; to be innovative, forward-thinking and to strive for 
continual improvement. 

Above all … 

to make the experience at our school one of 

enjoyment, fun and happiness 

Our Year 5 team are committed to providing an engaging and meaningful curriculum. We believe 
that children learn best when they are excited and motivated. We strive to provide opportunities for 
all children to find and cultivate their own personal strengths.  
 
We aim to create an environment where every individual can excel and believe that challenge, praise 
and high expectations are the key to classroom success. 
 
In Year 5 the children are encouraged to become increasingly independent. Expectations are higher 
and the children will notice a greater workload in preparation for Year 6. The children are required 
to take ownership of their learning and to show commitment to all aspects of school life. Children 
will develop an enhanced understanding of their personal strengths and targets. We encourage all 
children to widen their experiences by participating in a range of extra-curricular activities. As a year 
group we also have the exciting opportunity of learning to play a brass instrument in our 
‘Soundstart’ sessions which will be on a Thursday afternoon.  
 
Throughout Year 5 the children will face a variety of challenges and cross-curricular learning 
experiences. They will also have increased responsibilities within the student body; having 
opportunities to become school monitors. In addition, we look forward to putting together a 
brilliant performance, showcasing our musical and dramatic talents!  
 
Year 5 is a particularly exciting year as this is the penultimate year of their primary education. You 
will see your children develop maturity and begin to grow in confidence becoming proactive in 
their thinking and learning. They will start to develop their own opinions and will be encouraged to 
argue their case appropriately and make decisions for themselves. 
 



Our School Values 
 

Values are principles that drive our thinking and behaviour. We have selected six 
special values that are at the heart of our approach to school life at Woodland View, 
as we help children develop into caring, responsible and reflective citizens.  
 
Each half term we will focus on a different school value as we explore the value and 
try to put it into action. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We believe respect is essential in all that we do and how we treat others. Indeed all 
our other values link back to respect. As such, we refer to respect as our ‘golden 
value.’ We ask that parents help support our key values at home by exploring them 
with your child regularly.  
 
Our school values tie into British Values, which all schools have a duty to promote.  
 
British Values are defined as:  
 Democracy 

 
 The rule of law 

 
 Individual liberty 

 
 Mutual respect for and tolerance of those with different faiths and beliefs and 

for those without faith.   
 
By developing children’s understanding of key values, we are helping to prepare 
children for life in modern Britain so they can participate fully as active citizens.  

 



An Overview of the Year 
 

 



Timetables 
5JW 

 
Mrs Evans will teach 5JW on a Thursday morning.  
 
5LD 

 
Mrs Spence will teach 5LD on a Wednesday morning. 
 
 
 



Key Skills- Personal  
 
 

• To develop their listening skills.  
• To be able to take on a range of roles within a group, knowing 

when to lead and when to step back. 
• To develop independence and ownership of learning. 
• To be sensitive towards the needs of others and show 

appreciation and respect for the differences between us all. 
• To have an increased understanding of the world and appreciate 

how our actions can affect others around the world. 
• To take responsibility for their belongings and prepare suitable 

equipment to undertake a task. 
• To know and understand how their rights and responsibilities 

affect each other. 
• To be conscious of their own personal hygiene. 
• To develop their sense of humour and use it appropriately in 

school. 
• To know when it is appropriate to involve an adult in issues that 

have arisen or being responsible enough to be able to deal with 
minor issues themselves.   

• To be able to use the words ‘Please’, ‘Thank you’ and ‘Sorry’ 
appropriately and with sincerity. 

• To sustain their concentration for the entire input of each 
lesson.  

• To complete all tasks in the time given. 
• To evaluate their own learning during a lesson, reflecting on 

successes and areas for development.  
• To set realistic next step targets to move their learning on.  
• Reflect on their behaviour openly and honestly.  
• Respect everyone in our school community- all adults and all 

children.   
• Play sensibly and safely at break and lunchtimes, showing care 

and consideration for others. 
 
 



Key Objectives - Reading 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 



Key Objectives - Writing 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Key Objectives – Maths 
 

 
 



Uniform…And What Not 
to Wear! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

School Uniform: 
• Bordeaux Woodland View V-Neck Sweatshirt with Logo 
• White Shirt/ Blouse 
• Dark grey Trousers or Skirt 
• Black Appropriate Flat Shoes 
• Tie 

Summer variation: 
• Yellow Gingham Dress 
• Dark Grey Shorts 

PE Kit: 
• White or Yellow T-shirt 
• Burgundy, Black or Navy Shorts 
• A Dark Colour Tracksuit 
• Trainers Suitable for Winter Weather 

Jewellery: 
Children are allowed to wear small studs and watches but no other 
jewellery. These must be removed for days when PE takes place or the 
children must be able to remove their earrings themselves. Children 
cannot take part in PE lessons if they have their earrings in due to health 
and safety rules. 
 
Our lost property grows throughout the year at a very rapid rate. Please 
can you ensure that all PE kits, school uniforms, book bags and coats are 
clearly labelled with your child’s name and class! 
 
 



Behaviour - RESPECT 
At Woodland View we have high expectations of all pupils and ensure that the children 
have a clear understanding of the Rewards and Sanctions system. At the start of each 
year, the children agree their own class rules and have a sense of ownership over them.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Protective Behaviours 
As part of our ongoing commitment to prioritising safeguarding we are 
implementing a safety programme for our pupils which focuses on 
empowering children around personal safety. This is a Protective Behaviours 
programme, focusing around two main themes ‘We all have the right to 
feel safe all of the time’ and ‘There is nothing so awful or small 
that we can’t talk about it with someone’. The information provided to 
children is generic and can be applied to a range of situations that may arise 
for them, such as bullying, internet safety, being harmed, feeling sad or 
feeling unsafe. 
The overall aims of the programme are: 
• To empower children to feel safe and know they have a right to feel safe. 
• To give children the confidence and ability to assertively manage their 
own safety. 
• To give children the skills to take responsibility for their own bodies 
(including naming body parts using correct terminology), thoughts, 
feelings and behaviour. 
• To enable children with a range of communication abilities to ask for 
help. 
The programme is age appropriate, using a variety of activities, including 
songs and games to introduce and reinforce the themes. 

Sanctions 
Warning system: 

First: Verbal Warning- chance to 
make the right choices 
Second: Written Warning- name on 
the board. 
Third: Warning- time out for few 
minutes to reflect on behaviour. 
Fourth: Time out of class- discuss 
behaviour with another adult. 
Fifth: Phone call home.  

  

Rewards 
 

Verbal praise / smile 
Dojo Points 

KIRF Champion Certificates 
Special Awards 

Sent to another teacher for praise 
Values Awards 
Reward time 

 



Year 5 Recommended Reads 
In Year 5 we are passionate about reading a wide range of different texts 
that extend children’s vocabulary, thinking and opinions. We have a list 

below of books that we are aiming to read each half term.  We have 
chosen different books to encourage children to familiarise themselves 

with a range of different authors and genres. 

 
 ‘Hatchet’ by Gary Paulsen 
 ‘Floodland’ by Marcus Sedgwick 
 ‘There's a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom’ by Louis Sachar 
 ‘Beetle Boy’ by M.G. Leonard 
 ‘Artemis Fowl’ by Eoin Colfer 
 ‘Room 13’ by Robert Swindells 
 ‘Varjak Paw’ by S. F. Said 
 Tom's Midnight Garden’ by Philippa Pearce 
 ‘The Midnight Fox’ by Betsy Byars 
 ‘Street Child’ by Berlie Doherty 
 ‘The Wolves of Willoughby Chase’ by Joan Aiken 
 ‘Wolf Brother’ by Michelle 

Paver 
 ‘Farther’ by Grahame baker 

smith 

 
 
 
 
 



Homework Top Tips 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 
Useful Websites 

 School website: 
 www.wvps.northants.sch.uk 

 
 Spelling Shed https://play.edshed.com 

 
 Times Table Rock Stars https://ttrockstars.com/ 

 
 BBC Schools website useful for English, Maths and Science: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools  
 

 We will give homework out on a Monday and collect it in on a Sunday evening.  
 In addition to homework given out on a Monday, children will participate in a shared spelling 

session, which will introduce their weekly words on a Monday morning. They will then have a 
week to complete their ‘Spelling shed’ tasks. Children will be tested on spellings on a Friday 
morning. 

 Homework is an important opportunity to consolidate and extend learning in class as well as 
providing a great opportunity for you to spend some time with your child, talking to them 
about what they are learning in school.  

 The homework we set will always relate to something that the children are doing in class. 
 In Year 5, children should always attempt their homework independently first.  
 It is okay to help- but please make a note on your child’s work if you do so.  
 If your child is very confused by the work set please ask them to speak to an adult at school, 

before the deadline! 
 Have a clear, quiet working space available for homework time. 
 Set aside a clear block of time. 
 Where possible children should check and edit their work prior to handing it in. 
 Children will complete all homework using Google Classroom. Teachers will then mark 

homework by sending a comment on the submitted work. 
 The ‘Challenge at Home’ sheets for Year 5 will be set on Google Classroom. The children will 

have time to complete these tasks during the last week of each term, however please feel free 
to work with your children on these at other times.  

 We strongly encourage the children to read as regularly as they can and learn their times 
tables. 

 For further guidance please see the school website. 
 

http://www.wvps.northants.sch.uk/
https://play.edshed.com/
https://ttrockstars.com/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools


Term Dates 
 

 


